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Abstract
Birds are useful environmental indicators and play important roles in the lives of people.
A survey of coastal birds was completed around the shores of Uzi Island, Zanzibar. Intertidal
flats surveyed at low tide proved to be the most diverse. Mangrove habitat surveyed at high tide
was less diverse, yet a mangrove island hosted an abundance of roosting birds.
Although the coastal bird species found on Uzi are of “Least Concern” according to IUCN
ratings, conservation of bird habitat, such as mangroves, is a vital step in maintaining
biodiversity. Human subjects reported that fishermen and seaweed farmers do not disturb the
coastal birds. A strong relationship between seabirds and fishermen of Uzi was found, which
could be used as a motivation for conservation.
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Introduction
Birds as environmental indicators:
As a well-studied group of animals, birds act as an important indicator for world
biodiversity, species richness, and endemism patterns (BirdLife International, 2013).
Because birds are easily visible during the day and can be observed from a distance, they
are often studied and well understood, which has contributed to a large pool of historical
bird data from which current data can be compared, they are an ideal choice for
monitoring biodiversity levels (BirdLife International, 2013). Birds are found worldwide
in most habitats, and as they are generally found in high tropic levels, they are sensitive
to environmental change (BirdLife, International, 2013). Additionally, they reflect the
trends and distributions of other groups of species such as mammals, reptiles,
amphibians, invertebrates, and plants, making them valuable indicators of environmental
health (BirdLife International, 2013).
Some of the world’s highest bird diversity is found in coastal habitats; coastal
environments are also host to some of the largest gatherings of migratory and breeding
birds (New York Audubon, 2013). Coastal birds can be broken down into three distinct
categories: shoreline predators, which includes birds of prey and herons; waders, such as
sandpipers and plovers; and true seabirds, such as gulls, terns, gannets, and boobies
(Richmond, 2011). Zanzibar is home to species in all of these groups, and many of the
resident species are Palaeartic migrants, meaning that they breed in the Arctic Circle and
feed in East Africa (Richmond, 2011).Little is known about true seabirds because they
spend so much time in the open ocean, where they are not easily visible,or on remote
nesting colonies that are hard for people to access.
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Threats to coastal birds and IBAs:
Seabirds are the most threatened group of birds, and their numbers have decreased
severely in the past few decades, which has been mainly caused by commercial fishing
and invasive species at nesting sites (BirdLife International, 2014; Croxall et al., 2012).
Habitat destruction, especially the cutting of mangrove forests and deforesting or the
developing of small islands, is the top threat to coastal birds in the West Indian Ocean
region (Richmond, 2011). Climate change is also a threat, as rising seas may contribute to
the loss of beaches which provide feeding areas for birds; coral reef degradation may also
create problems lower down in the food chain of coastal birds (Richmond, 2011).
Important breeding and feeding areas for coastal birds are marked as Important
Bird Areas, or IBAs (Richmond, 2011 & BirdLife International, 2013). In the Indian
Ocean these areas include islands in the Seychelles, Mauritius, Tromelin Island, as well
as islands off the coasts of Tanzania and Kenya (Richmond, 2011).The South and East
coasts of Unguja are also recognized as IBAs, as well as Latham Island, which is located
60 kilometers East of Dar es Salaam and 66 kilometers Southeast of Zanzibar(BirdLife,
2014).
Several of these islands are protected areas, and some have been the target of
seabird restoration projects, such Ile aux Aigrettes in Mauritius, where a translocation of
Common Noddies and Sooty Terns was implemented to rebuild a colony of seabirds that
had been destroyed (Mauritius Wildlife Foundation, 2014).
Perhaps the biggest threat to bird biodiversity in Zanzibar and Tanzania is the
Indian House Crow, an invasive species that the British colonial government introduced
to Zanzibar in the 1890s as an attempt to reduce solid waste from towns (Kleine, 2012).
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The population of crows has since exploded and it is a threat not only to wildlife but also
to human health as they carry and spread diseases, and are a common household
nuisance, taking advantage of open kitchens and water storage tanks (Operation Kunguru:
Zanzibar, 2012).It is thought that the Indian House crow is responsible for a 90%
population decline in native bird species, and potentially the loss of some species
altogether (Operation Kunguru: Zanzibar, 2012).
People and birds:
In addition to their scientific impact, birds also aid humans economically and
socially. Birds have a strong presence in art and symbols of ancient and modern cultures,
have been commercially raised for food sources, their feathers have been used for
bedding and clothing, and they are often kept as pets, or hunted for food or for sport
(BirdLife International, 2014 & 2008). As stated by BirdLife International, “a detailed
history of the human exploitation of birds is yet to be written, and the contribution birds
have made to human development remains largely unacknowledged. However, the debt
we owe them is immense,” (State of the world’s birds, n.d.). Because of this debt, it is the
responsibility of humans to continue to research and understand birds, and to use them to
monitor global biodiversity and the health of the environment in order to protect the
diverse range of species that we reply on and which contribute to a healthy planet.
Additionally, research that explores the connection between people and birds will help to
understand the importance of bird species not only from an ecological standpoint, but
from an anthropocentric one. This will be useful when making regulations for the
conservation of birds, especially when such conservation appears to conflict with human
need for the same space or resources. An example of this type of research is the issue of
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seabird bycatch in the commercial fishing industry (Suazo et al.). As a result of this area
of research, gear modifications are being made to limit seabird bycatch. This field has
gained much attention, but little has been documented about artisanal fisheries and their
impact on birds, until a recent study, by Suazo et al.,revealed findings of traditional
fishermen’s interactions with seabirds in the Chonos archipelago of Chilean Patagonia.
Outline of study:
This study was combined a coastal bird survey with human interviews about the
interactions between coastal birds and fisher-folk of Uzi Island, Unguja,Zanzibar.
Zanzibar is an archipelago off the coast of Tanzania in the Indian Ocean. The purpose of
this study was to gather information through survey data, observation, and human
interviews, in order to determine the status and local conception of coastal and marine
birds on Uzi Island.An emphasis was given on how coastal land use and fishing practices
affect coastal and marine birds on Uzi, and how these birds can be used to indicate the
environmental health of certain areas on Uzi.

Study Area
Uzi Island is a tidal island on the Southwest side of Unguja Island in the Zanzibar
archipelago. Uzi Island is connected to Unguja by only a 3 kilometer coral rag road,
maintained by the villagers, which is covered with water during high tide, making the
island inaccessible by foot or vehicle (A.A. Aily &I.H. Abdallah, personal
correspondence, April, 2014).Children must attend secondary school off of the island,
and tidal dependent transport makes them regularly late for school, unless they are able to
stay with friends or family off the island (I.H. Abdallah, 2014). There is also no resident
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doctor on Uzi, and the dala dala schedule is such that doctors’ visits are no more than a
few hours long. The lack of a permanent transportation methods leaves Uzi semi-isolated
and behind many parts of Unguja in its development. However, the lack of outside
pressure on Uzi’s resources has left much of its natural beauty intact. Its main threat is
extraction of natural resources by the dense population of Uzi itself. The main
conservation concerns for Uzi are deforestation due to agriculture, the cutting of
mangrove forests, and overfishing, especially of rare and important species such as the
Green Turtle and the Hawksbill Turtle (A.A. Aily &I.H. Abdallah, personal
correspondence, April, 2014). Uzi Island is a part of the Menai Bay Conservation Area
(MBCA), established in 1997 to control destructive fishing practices in the area (Guide to
Marine Conservation in Zanzibar, n.d.). Its goals are to maintain natural habitat while
improving the income and livelihood of its residents through improved “resource yields”
and alternative income generating activities (Torell et al., 2006).
The environment of Uzi Island has not been the target of in depth research. Apart
from the work of Aily Abdurahim Aily, Iss-haka Hussein Abdallah, and students and
volunteers visiting the Uzi Island Research Center, since its creation 2012, little is known
about the island’s flora and fauna and ecological issues.In fall of 2013, a preliminary
ornithological species census, as well as research about the local conception of birds on
Uzi Island was completed (Vanderest, 2013). This study seeks to add to the knowledge
of birds and their interactions with the human residents of Uzi Island through a specific
investigation of the interactions between fisher-folk and coastal birds. It is nessicary to
understand the ties between the villagers and their environment in order to put in place
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conservation measures as Uzi continues to grow and develop in the coming years so that
the original charm and beauty of Uzi is not lost.
Study Sites:
Transect 1: Dikokuu beach is located on the Northwest side of Uzi Island, and is
reachable from the village of Uzi by a thin path through coral rag farmland and woodland
(Figure 1). It is also accessible by boat from Unguja Ukuu in mainland Unguja. Electrical
wires run from Unguja Ukuu to Uzi via Dikokuu across a small channel, which can be
crossed on foot at low tide. The one kilometer long transect began at the closest telephone
pole and continued south until reaching the end of a curved beach and an outcropping of
coral rock. It was surveyed on foot and as close to the lowtide as possible. Fishermen
were often present in this area, as well as bait gatherers. Several boats were anchored
near and in the transect.
Transect 2: Mchangamle beach is located in the Southwest side of Uzi. It is a long
sandy beach protected on both sides by coral rock cliffs, but facing the open ocean
(Figure 1). Fishermen camps are set up behind the beach in a large grove of coconut
trees. Mchangamle is more isolated, and reachable by a 30 minute bike ride along a wider
path from Uzi village. Fishermen must walk across the beach, which is a combination of
sucking mud flats and rocky, seagrass covered substrate, in order to reach the ocean at
low tide. There are fewer boats present here, as the water is rougher, but many fishermen
spearfish while swimming. A small amount of seaweed farms are exposed at low tide,
and women and children often walk the beach collecting bait and shells. This transect
was also surveyed by foot and only at low tide.
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Transect 3: The third transect, which will be referred to Kisiwa Ndege, was
located in the channel between the Northeast side of Uzi Island and Jozani Forest Reserve
(Figure 1). It was accessed by canoe from Kigomani beach, Northwest of Uzi village,
where the channel was crossed. The transect contained the edge of the mangrove stands
on the west side of the channel and went northwards until reaching Kisiwa Ndege, a large
cluster of dense mangroves making an island in the middle of the channel. This transect
had the least amount of human presence, and only the occasional fishermen were seen
crossing the channel by foot, or moving southward in canoe. This transect was only
accessed by canoe, which required medium to high tides.
Transect 4: The fourth and final transect was also located in the eastern channel,
and passed by Miulani beach going South (Figure 1).One side of the transect bordered
mangroves on the Miulani beach area, and one side was open water to the channel. Also
accessed by canoe, this transect was run at high tides. It contained the highest amount of
human activity, as it kept close to the shore where many boats were anchored, being
maintained, or taken out to fish. It ran along the mangroves, which were frequently
thinned and broken for boat and beach access.
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Figure 1: Map of Transects around Uzi Island.

Methodology
Coastal Bird Census
In order to investigate the species of coastal and marine birds present on
Uzi, four study sites were established along the shore of the island. These study sites
were chosen in order to represent both mangrove habitat and beach habitat, and all were
in intertidal areas. They were also selected for varying degrees of human activity in order
to observe the effects of human presence on the bird populations. Accessibility was also a
factor in determining the location of transects, as some part of the shore could not be
walked on due to “quick sand” type sediment or sucking mud, therefore these areas were
accessed by canoe during high tide. The tides direct all activity in Uzi, and times for
walking/canoeing transects also followed a tide schedule. Times of high bird activity are
in the early morning and late afternoon, but because of the short-duration of this study,
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the tides became the first priority as they also determined coastal bird activity and
accessibility of the transects. The high tide transects were run during the periods of
highest bird activity, but often the low tide fell during midday meaning that Transects 1
and 2 had to be visited outside of this time.
Transects were lain using a GPS to record the coordinates for each point along the
transect. Each transect was one kilometer long, and contained 6 points at which data was
taken in a point-count style. Each point was 200 meters apart, making a viewing range of
a 100 meters in every direction from each point. Ten minutes was allotted for observation
at each point, and both the species of birds seen and the number of individuals in each
species were recorded. The time that observation began and the weather at the site were
also recorded. Observations were made on the amount of human activity present at each
site, and how birds responded to these activities. Each transect was observed four times.
Binoculars were used to view birds and birds were identified by using two field guides:
Birds of Kenya & Northern Tanzania (Zimmerman, 1999) and Birds of East Africa,
Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda and Burundi (Stevenson, 2002). Abdurahim Aliy was
also used as a guide for bird identification in the first few transect observations. It was
decided that both “typical” sightings, meaning if the bird had landed or was stationed
within the 100-meter range, would be counted, as well as “fly-bys,” meaning the bird
flew through or over the 100 meter observation zone. Vocalizations were not used own
their own as a means to count species, but aided in identification. These methods were
adapted from Species Census & Local Conceptions of Ornithological Fauna, Uzi
(Vandervest, 2013). Relative abundance was calculated for each species. The relative
abundance is calculated by taking the number of individuals in a species and dividing by
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the total number of individuals of all species and multiplying by one hundred. The
species diversity of each site was measured using Simpson’s Diversity Index. Simpson’s
Diversity Index calculated with the formula: D=Σ (n/N)2. Simpson’s Diversity is a
number between 0 and 1, where a larger number (closer to 1) means lower diversity, as D
is the probability of weather two randomly selected individuals in a sample will belong to
the same species (Simpson’s Diversity Index, n.d.; Vandervest, 2013).
Human Interviews
Thirty interviews were conducted with adult residents of Uzi Village in Kiswahili
with the help of a translator. The translator selected interviewees if they were fishermen,
seaweed farmer, or gatherer (such as shell or bait collecting), as questions pertained
directly to interaction between coastal/ marine birds and the people who make their
livelihood from the coastal and sea areas. See Appendix 1 for a complete list of interview
questions.Before starting each interview the interview was asked for both verbal and
written consent, in the form of a signature and/or their printed name. If they were unable
to write for themselves, or chose not to, the interviewer would print their names with
their permission. Questions were originally asked by the interviewer in Kiswahili, and
then repeated or adjusted by the translator if nessicary. The translator translated complex
answers into English, and any follow up questions were translated on the spot.
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Results
Coastal Bird Survey
The four coastal sites had a combined species richness of 29, with 2,629
individual birds counted in total. However, fouradditional species were identified in
coastal areas outside of official transect counts, for a total of 33 coastal species seen on
Uzi and the surrounding small islands. The most abundant species with corresponding
relative abundances were as follows: the Indian House Crow (15.82%), the Crab Plover
(14.34 %), the Cattle Egret (9.62 %), the Common Ringed Plover (9.34 %), the Curlew
Sandpiper (8.67 %), and the Lesser Sand Plover (8.37 %). The least abundant species
with relative abundance were as follows: the Black Crowned Night-Heron (0.38 %),
Dwarf Bittern (0.08 %), the Greater Crested Turn (0.08 %), the Grey Heron (0.08 %), and
the Ruff (0.08%), which were all seen only one or twice during official transect counts
(Table 1).
The most diverse site was Transect 1: Dikokuu beach (Simpson’s Diversity Index
of 0.12), followed by Transect 2: Mchangamle beach transect (0.16), then Transect
3:Kisiwa Ndege (0.27), with the least diverse being Transect 4: Miulani (0.34).The
highest abundance of birds were seen at Transect 2 (1,353), followed by Transect 3 (849),
Transect 1 (350), and Transect 4 (77).
In Transect 1: Dikokuu, 25 species were sighted, with the most species belonging
to the group of wading birds, then the herons/egrets group, then true seabirds, and a few
birds that did not belong in any category but are often seen on the coast or found near
water, the Indian House Crow and the Madagascar Bee-eater (Figure 2). Transect 2:
Mchangamle contained 20 species, with similar species-group dispersal. However
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Mchangamle was not home to as many herons, and it contained two species not seen at
Dikokuu, the Common Greenshank and the Grey Heron (Figure 3). In Transect 3: Kisiwa
Ndege, there were 14 species seen, with herons being the dominant group (Figure 4,
Figure 5). Transect 4: Miulani, contained 8 species, with “Associated with Coast” being
the most dominant group (Figure 6).
Table 1: Common names of species, total number of individuals counted of each species, and Relative
Species Abundance
Species:
Common Ringed Plover
Lesser Sand Plover
Greater Sand Plover
Crab Plover
Whimbrel
Grey Plover
Ruddy Turnstone
Ruff
Broad-billed Sandpiper
Curlew Sandpiper
Common Sandpiper
Terek Sandpiper
Common Greenshank
Little Egret
Dimorphic Egret
Black Heron
Purple Heron
Straighted/Green-backed Heron
Black Crowned Night-Heron
Dwarf Bittern
Grey Heron
Cattle Egret
Long-tailed Cormorant
Lesser Crested Tern
Greater Crested Tern
Sooty Gull
Pied Kingfisher
Indian House Crow
Madagascar Bee-eater

Individuals Counted
245
220
8
377
172
97
98
2
6
228
25
127
14
33
96
8
36
3
1
2
2
253
13
71
2
3
8
416
63

Relative Species Abundance (%):
9.31913275
8.368200837
0.304298212
14.34005325
6.542411563
3.689615824
3.7276531
0.076074553
0.228223659
8.672499049
0.950931913
4.830734119
0.532521871
1.255230126
3.651578547
0.304298212
1.369341955
0.11411183
0.038037277
0.076074553
0.076074553
9.623430962
0.494484595
2.700646634
0.076074553
0.11411183
0.304298212
15.82350704
2.396348421

Number of Individuals
0

Waders

29

14
1
1
19 24

Species and Group
1
1

2

54

Herons/Egrets

Figure 3:: Number of individuals of ea
each species present at Transect 2: Mchangamle.
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8
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2
3
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30
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30

Little Egret

3
20

5

Terek Sandpiper

65

Common Sandpiper

20

Curlew Sandpiper

100

Broadbilled Sandpiper

350
2

Common Greenshank

50
4

Ruddy Turnstone

5
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1
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Crab Plover

40
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9
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Human Interview:
d to help fishermen locate
All fishermen interviewed stated that birds are used
fishand play an active role in the work of fishermen
fishermen. When ask which kind of birds help
indicate the presence of fish, the most frequently mentioned bird was the Kwawa (Tern).
Bata Uziwa (the Long-tailed
tailed Cormorant), Korongo (general term for herons), and
Shakwe (the Sooty Gull), the Brown Noddy, and an unknown bird called Ubawaunembe
were also mentioned as being helpful indicators.
indicators.To the question: Are you able to use the
seabirds to indicate what kinds of fish are present? If so, what species of birds indicate
which fish?, 100% replied
eplied yes, and listed numerous kinds of fish. The most frequently
mentioned fish was Dagaa (Sardinella
Sardinella albella
albella, White Sardine). Several fishermen
elaborated that the birds feed from schools of smaller fish such as the Dagaa, and these
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schools are located above or near schools of larger fish, which are targeted by
fishermen.81% of fishermen said that birds could be used to trace and follow fish
movements (Figure 7).
When asked how coastal birds react to their presence, 23% of fishermen stated
that the birds fly away, while 77% of fishermen reported that birds follow boats as
fishermen are cleaning the fish and throwing guts overboard. Many specified that wading
birds or flocks of birds on the beach will fly away from them, but that seabirds, especially
when food is present, are not afraid. Two men explained that tired seabirds, such as
cormorants and ternswould even to rest on their canoes when there is no land nearby and
the sea is rough. Terns were mentioned most frequently as the birds that eat the offal;
mostly by catching in the air or diving after it as it thrown overboard, but some reported
that impatient birds enter boats or take the fish guts directly from the fishermen’s hands.
94% of fishermen interviewed believed that fishermen do not disturb the coastal
birds, while 6% (1 individual), believed they do because the birds “lose their program and
their fish.” Similarly, only one seaweed farmer believed that their work disturbs birds, as
“they can’t play well around the seaweed farmers because there is not enough room;”
94% of seaweed farmers said they did not disturb birds.
When asked what the presence of coastal birds indicated about the environment in
which they grow seaweed, 29% of seaweed farmers replied that there is no relation
between seaweed farming and birds, 12% commented on the birds’ behavior, 18% said
they didn’t know, and 41% revealed that the birds are used to indicate high, low, and
changing tides (Figure 9). The last group of respondents included two individuals who
also stated that there is direct relation between seaweed and birds. The Sururu
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(Whimbrel), and the Korongo (Heron) were both mentioned as birds that indicate the
tides. Both birds were said to “cry” or vocalize when the tied is coming in or going out.
Some respondents added that the presence of birds also indicates tides (birds are present
at low tide and leave at high tide). Many people suggested that they use the birds as
indicators of when to go to their farms and when to return home.
80% of respondents said they did not dislike any coastal birds. Three individuals
(10%) reported to dislike the Kunguru (Indian House Crow), and two people (7%)
mentioned the Unpunyunyu (African Goshawk) in a negative way, as it “hurts other
birds,” and one individual (3%) did not like a kind of Pwita Pwita (a plover or sandpiper)
because it is “fierce and stays in the boat.” Those whose liked all coastal birds attributed
it to their beauty, enjoyment received from watching them, that they don’t disturb people,
or that they are good to eat.
When residents were asked, “What type of seabird is most important to you?” the
Korongo (herons) were mentioned nine times, the Kwawa (Lesser Crested Tern) and the
Sururu (Whimbrel) were both mentioned six times, six people said “all are important,”
and the Katare (Madagascar Bee-eater), Kitwitwi (sandpipers), Bata Uziwa (Long-tailed
Cormorant), Grey Plover, and the Tigi and Kibamba Uchugu (unknown birds), were all
mentioned once; one respondent didn’t know which bird was most important to them.
When asked if the amount of coastal birds on Uzi have increased or decreased in
the past few decades, three people believed they have increased in general, while eight
people believe they have decreased in general. Some respondents listed birds that have
either increased or decreased. Those that were said to have increased include: the Lesser
Crested Tern, sandpipers (in general), the Sanderling, the Ruddy Turnstone, the Sooty
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Gull, the Long-tailed Cormorant, and herons (in general). Those that were mentioned as
having decreased include: the Long-tailed Cormorant, the Whimbrel, herons (in general),
the Pied Kingfisher, the Lesser-Crested Tern, and plovers and sandpipers (in general).
Three respondents believe there has been no change, and four people mentioned
migration as a factor of the number of birds being present at a given time, but did not
mention any long-term trends (except one who said there was no change). The only
explanation given for why birds have increased is that they reproduce. Reasons for
decreasing trends were: the Indian House Crow, which preys on chicks or other birds, the
cutting of mangroves, and hunting. Two respondents specified that there are now fewer
numbers of birds, as well as less diversity.
Twenty-four subjects were asked what Uzi would be like with more or less birds
or what Uzi would be like without any birds. 29% of people said they did not know, 25%
of people explained that it would be okay whether bird increased or decreased, 38%
believed that it would be bad for Uzi to lose any amount of birds, and 8% (two
respondents) worried that too many birds would result in an ecosystem imbalance (one
worried that they may disrupt farms), but that fewer birds would result in more resources
available for the existing birds.
To the question “Are there any people who hunt the seabirds as a source of food
or trade?” 37% replied “no,” 30% replied “yes,” 10% didn’t know, 10% said only if birds
are hurt or sick, or if eggs are found accidentally, and 3% (one respondent) said “no, but
maybe children do” (Figure 10). Out of those who said “yes,” two specified that young
boys are the only one who hunt birds, and one mentioned children collecting eggs, while
one said that people from outside of Uzi (people from town) come to Uzi to hunt birds.
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Two people mentioned the use of a slingshot, one mentioned the use of a gun, and one
said that the birds “catch themselves.” One respondent revealed that some people hunt
birds at Fungu Mbaraka (Latham Island), and another mentioned an island “nearby.”
To the question, “Is there any law or regulation protecting marine bird species or
their habitats in Zanzibar?” 84% said no, 13% didn’t know, and 3% said they hadn’t
heard of one.60% of respondents believed there should be protection for coastal birds,
34% said no, 3% (one respondent) said “anyone who wants to protect them can do so,”
and 3% (one respondent) said that it was the responsibility of the government, and not
their authority. Reasons for wanting to protect the birds were: they are creature like us,
they show us things about the sea, help us catch fish, make Uzi more charismatic, to
prevent anything bad from happening, they are good fliers, they create a good
environment, they would be missed. Three people specified that their environment should
be protected. One person suggested that irradiating the Indian House Crow would be a
protective measure, and that protecting the crow would be a problem. One person thought
their habitat should be protected, but asked if a protection would mean that they couldn’t
eat them. Reasons for thinking protection isn’t necessary were: the birds are not
interfered, they have no problems, there is no need in Uzi, and that the birds “sleep
different places” and move around a lot.
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Figure 7: Fishermen’s responses to ““Can you use birds
to trace and follow fish movements?
movements?”

Figure 8: Fishermen’s responses to “How
How do the seabirds
respond to you and your boat, nets, and tools?””

Figure 9:: Seaweed farmers’ responses to ““What does the presence of seabirds tell you about the
environment where you farm seaweed?
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Figure 10: Responses to “Are
Are there any people who hunt the seabirds as a source of food or trade?”
trade?

Discussion
Status of Coastal Birds on Uzi
Thirty-three
three species of coastal birds were sighted on and around Uzi Island and a
nearby sandbank. Out of the observed sites around Uzi, Dikokuu was the most diverse.
Two species of herons were seen here that were not seen at any of the other transects, the
Dwarf Bittern and the Black Crowned Night
Night-Heron (Figure
igure 1). The sheltered beach
provided suitable habitat for waders, and herons as the channel was protected and a thin
layer of water covered most of it, even during low tide. The rubble
rubble-sandy,
sandy, seagrass, algae
substrate provided habitat for crustations, ec
echinoderms,
hinoderms, other invertebrates and small fish
for the birds to feed on. The proximity of mangroves to the North also provided
additional shelter and roosting ground for birds. Seabirds were observed resting on
anchored boats. The presence of human activiti
activities
es such as fishing and bait collecting at
Dikokuu, was observed to disturb birds temporarily because they would fly to a different
feeding area without people. This may have contributed to Dikokuu having a lower
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abundance of birds than Mchamgamle, where a wider beach allowed birds more room to
move away from people. However, it is more likely that the width and type of substrate
of Mchangamle beach was more preferred by large flocks of waders, and that the South
part of the island was less disturb by people in general. Because both Transects 1 and 2
were surveyed a low tide, birds were more abundant because wading birds and herons
feed at lower tides when the water is thin or sand is exposed. Transect 2 contained large
flocks of plovers and sandpipers, which feed on the sandy exposed parts of the beach
(Figure 3). Additionally, Transect 2 was protected on two sides by coral rock cliffs, the
South side was open ocean, leaving the beach wave exposed, but the wide flat beach, left
plenty of room for birds and people to go about their own business. During one survey of
the transect, a large crowd of children and women were seen collecting shells, and
another crowd collecting bait on a separate occasion. As they traveled across the beach,
the flocks of birds were scattered and flew to the side. Usually there are far fewer people
present on the beach, and disturbance appeared to be only temporarily.
Transects 3 and 4 had to be surveyed at high tide in a canoe because, in the case
of Transect 3, the substrate could not be walked on, and because of time availability. In
order for two transects to be surveyed each day, one needed to be visited at low tide. A
longer study would allow for a more comprehensive survey, with all transects being
visited at both high and low tide.
It is difficult to compare the diversity of Transects 1 and 2 against Transects 3 and
4 because Transects 3 and 4 were visited at high tide, which was likely a major factor
contributing to the lower diversity and abundance of birds observed in these areas. Bird
sightings in Transects 3 and 4 were recorded as either “Fly-bys” or “Typical,” because a
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large portion of sightings were fly-bys, which indicated that many birds were seen flying
to or from their roosting site in Kisiwa Ndege itself, which is a large cluster of mangroves
forming an “island” in the middle of the channel. The dense, large, and isolated
mangroves created a roosting area for many species of birds, primarily the Cattle Egret,
Indian House Crow, Dimorphic Egret, and Little Egret (Figure 4-5). This also helped to
determine the habitat use of birds during high tide (because less were feeding, more were
seen flying through the site).
The dominant type of bird observed in Transect 3: Kisiwa Ndege was the
heron/egret group, within which five different species were observed (Figure 4-5). This
can be attributed to the sheltered channel, which contained seagrass and a thin layer of
water, even at high tide, which provided perfect territory for herons to stalk and catch fish
and eels. Therefore, the highest number of Dimorphic Egrets and Purple Herons were
observed in Transect 3 (Figures 2-6). The Cattle Egret was highly abundant at this site
(211 sightings), all of which were either fly-bys or sightings in and around Kisiwa Ndege
itself. Hundreds of Cattle Egret and Indian House Crows were observed flying towards
Kisiwa Ndege and settling among the branches. Unlike other heron species, the Cattle
Egret forages in upland areas, such as dry fields (Cattle Egret, n.d.). However, it was seen
utilizing the mangroves as a roosting site. The Cattle Egret was not seen in Transects 1
and 2, which further suggests its habitat preference for farmland, and mangroves as a
roosting site. It was observed in Transect 4 flying by on its way Kisiwa Ndege or into the
upland of the island. Interestingly, the Indian House Crow, the most dominant species
roosting in Kisiwa Ndege, is also not a strictly coastal bird, but also utilized the
mangroves as a roosting site. Whimbrels, the third most abundant species in Transect 3,
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was also observed “commuting” to and from the mangroves and presumably the more
open sea. They were not observed inside the main mangroves of Kisiwa Ndege, but
appeared to be coming from smaller mangroves on the East side of the channel.
Whimbrels have been known to roost in mangrove islands in Colombia, West Africa, and
Australia (Johnston-Gonzalez, et al.) It is unclear if the Whimbrels preferred a different
roosting site, or if they were out-competed from Kisiwa Ndege by the Indian House Crow
and/or the Cattle Egret. In either case, the mangrove islands and surrounding mangrove
stands have an important role in the lives of coastal birds on Uzi and in the surrounding
area. Many bird species have been found to rely on mangroves for feeding and roosting
across the world (Luther & Greenberg, 2009).
Four species of waders were observed in Transect 3, as they feed on exposed sand
during lower tides, and roosted in the shelter of the mangroves. The Common Sandpiper
was most abundant at this site, as it is a solitary bird that prefers to feed on rocks and
amongst the roots of mangroves, and Kisiwa Ndege contained the most undisturbed
mangrove habitat (Aliy 2014; Zimmermen et al., 1999)(Figures 2-6).
Transect 4: Miulani, was similarly bordered by mangroves on one side, but these
mangroves had been intensely thinned by the locals for the use of the beach for access to
fishing boats and seaweed farms. Many fewer Common Sandpipers were observed here
(Figure 6).
Status of bird species and the region’s IBAs:
BirdLife International recognizes Zanzibar’s Southern Coast as an IBA. This sight
contains Kombeni and Kiwani Bays on the South-West side of Unguja (BirdLife
International, 2014). This does not encompass Uzi Island, but Menai Bay and Uzi are
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adjacent to Kiwani Bay. Trigger species for this creation of this IBA were: the Crab
Plover, Terek Sandpiper, and the Roseate Tern (BirdLife International, 2014). Both the
Crab Plover and the Terek Sandpiper were observed in Uzi. Although these birds are of
“Least Concern” status, according to the IUCN, this site is recognized as an IBA because
it contains “1% of a biogeographic population of a congregatory waterbird species”
(BirdLife International, 2014; Global IBA Criteria, n.d.).
Uzi Island is also located in the Menai Bay Conservation Area, which outlaws
destructive fishing methods, such as dynamite fishing (Torell et al., 2006). Many
mangrove-replanting project have also occurred in the area (Torell et al., 2006).
Mangroves provide important bird habitat, and although no legislation on specific
protection of mangroves was found, but MBCA encourages sustainable use of resources.
Global perspective:
The responsibility to conserve coastal birds does not fall only on local residents of
Uzi, or any site in particular. Important Bird Areas should be protected and monitored by
the local community, but migratory species, make this a world-wide issue, as many
species are not restricted to living in one part of the world. Furthermore, sea-level rise
driven by climate change is predicted to highly impact shorebirds, as it will result in lose
of intertidal, coastal habitat (Galbraith et al., 2002). Coastal communities are already
struggling to cope with rising seas and changes to their coastlines; birds will also be
struggling to adapt. Climate change mitigation is nessicary not only for the health of
human communities, but to preserve biological diversity of the planet.
People and coastal birds:
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Results from interviews with residents of Uzi Village, Uzi, indicated that there is
a strong relationship between fisher-folk and coastal birds. Interactions between
fishermen and seabirds, especially the Kwawa (Lesser Crested Tern) were found to be
most significant and helpful. Phrases such as “mutual living” and “symbiotically living”
were used to describe this relationship. Many fishermen said they would like to see the
protection of these birds, as they are helpful in indicating the presence of fish. This
connection could be used to influence and support existing conservation efforts such as
those of the Menai Bay Conservation Area. Seaweed farmers were not found to have
such a strong relationship with the birds, as there was no correlation between their work
and birds. However,some birds, such as the Whimbrel and herons, were able to help them
indicate tides (which was mentioned by 41% of seaweed farmers). This may be more
folklore than an active use of the birds, as relying solely on the birds to indicate tides
would be inaccurate (A.A. Aliy, personal communication, April, 2014). Whimbrels, one
of the birds commonly said to indicate tides, make vocalization when they are disturbed
or flying away. As wading birds such as Whimbrels, leave the beach with the high tide,
this call could serve as a reminder of the coming tides, but could not be used as the only
indicator since they can choose to fly at any time, not just with the tides. Regardless of
the actual use or accuracy of birds as tidal indicators, the mention of this tradition shows
that the residents of Uzi are connected with their environment, as they work directly in it.
Seaweed farmers may not have a direct need for the coastal birds, but they are
accustomed with their behavior, and many reported to enjoy watching them “play” on the
beach.
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One respondent, a fisherman, stated that people from Uzi go to Fungu Mbaraka,
or Latham Island, for fishing and often hunt seabirds there. Another individual reported
that hunting of birds takes place on a nearby island, which could mean Latham, or any of
the closer islands, as islands such as Punguume Island off of Uzi also house birds. The
Brown Noddy, Little Noddy, and Common Tern were all seen on a sandbar near
Nyemembe, another island to the West side of Uzi. The Greater Crested Tern was also
seen here in larger numbers than observed on Uzi itself, indicating that more species of
seabirds can be found farther from mainland.
Latham Island, a recognized IBA, is located 60 kilometers East of Dar es Salaam
and 66 kilometers Southeast of Zanzibar; merely 300 meters long, the island is made up
of coral rag rock and bird guano with the only vegetation being a “creeping succulent”
(BirdLife, 2014). Latham Island serves as a breeding ground for the Brown Noddy, Sooty
Tern, Great Crested Tern, and the Masked Booby (BirdLife, 2014). It has been
recognized as a bird sanctuary since colonial times (A. Hija, personal communication,
April, 2014). Hunting of seabirds in this important breeding area could be a huge threat to
birds, especially if eggs are being taken in large numbers from the colony.
One respondent reported that the Cattle Egret is protected because of it eat insects
from cattle and helps the farmers in this way; the respondent said that if someone was
found hurting the cattle they would be punished. However, no records of any such
regulation was found. It is possible that community members decided to protect the bird
themselves because of its economic value.
The Indian House Crow was mentioned in many interviews, always in a negative
context. The crow was listed a reason for declining numbers of other birds twice, and one
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respondent said that combating the invasive species would protect other birds. One
mentioned a brief eradication project that was brought to Uzi but stopped without
explanation. This was in regards to Operation Kunguru in 2012, which was an irradiation
project in Zanzibar. According to Aliy Abdurahim Aliy, Uzi received two traps and
poison for the Kunguru, but with little training of locals, and the smart adaptive nature of
the birds, the traps were not effective. Funds for the whole project ran out soon after Uzi
became involved. Invasive Alien Species projects were created and successfully run in
Fiji and the Pacific, which have empowered small island communities by creating
opportunities for environmental stewards, improved livelihood through income
generating activities, and protected biodiversity (Island Ecosystems, Local Livelihoods,
n.d.). This expanded to become the largest Regional Invasive Species Program for
BirdLife Pacific Partnership (Island Ecosystems, Local Livelihoods, n.d.). The
community is ready for such a project in Zanzibar, and it is needed in order to control the
Indian House Crow.
Residents of Uzi has local names for a handful of coastal birds, but many people,
especially women, were not able to name more than a few. Aliy Abdurahim Aliy
explained this a lack of interest in the birds, because few researchers go to Uzi who
would be able to serve as teachers. This is in comparison to the Jozani area, where
research is abundant and many people take an interest in birds (A.A. Aliy, personal
communication, April, 2014). Additionally, birds are hard to identify or even differentiate
from far away, especially on beaches where they blend into the sand, without the use of
binoculars. This could explain why the name “Pwita Pwita” encompasses the group of
plovers and sandpipers. The name means “pulsate” represents the bobbing motion with
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which these birds feed and move, as this characteristic can be identified from far away. A
picture ID chart of coastal birds was used to aid the interview process, however, data
collected from respondents pointing to birds which they thought they recognized, could
have been inaccurate as most respondents had never identified birds in this way, and were
likely not familiar with differentiating features of the birds. Data taken in this way was
avoided as to not skew the results; therefore, the answers to the question “What type of
coastal birds do you see most frequently in your work?” were not reported.

Conclusion:
Thirty-three species of birds were identified within the coastal transects. With
four additional species sited outside of transects in either mangrove or sandbank habitat
on or nearby Uzi. Intertidal shore habitats surveyed at low tide were most diverse and
abundant. Transects surveyed at high tide contained mangroves and open water in a
channel. Mangrove high tide sites were not as diverse; however, Transect 3: Kisiwa
Ndege had high abundance of individuals because of the use of the mangrove island as a
roosting site for large flocks of Cattle Egret and Indian House Crow.
Human subjects revealed an important relationship between fisherman and
seabirds, primarily with the Kwawa (Lesser Crested Tern) as a means of locating fish.
Seaweed farmers were found to have less of a connection to coastal birds, but many
reported using birds as means of indicating the tide or expressed enjoyment in watching
them on the beach.
The Indian House Crow was found in coastal habitats and in extreme abundance
in Kisiwa Ndege, the mangrove island. Locals reported dislike of the crow, an
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understanding of its threat to other birds, and a desire to irradiate it. 37% of respondent
said people from Uzi did not hunt seabirds, while 30 % reported the opposite. One
respondent reporting hunting of birds on Latham Island, an important breeding colony for
seabirds.
Because it neighbors a recognized IBA, is located within Menai Bay Conservation
Area, and is home to a people who make their livelihood from the sea, Uzi Island is an
ideal place to put efforts towards monitoring and protecting coastal bird populations.
Future research and environmental education in this area would provide residents with a
knowledge base and opportunities to participating in sustainable development projects
and conservation initiatives.

Recommendations:
A longer census of the birds is required to gain a clearer understanding of the
birds present. Seasonally variations of species present occur, so a year-long survey or
multiple surveys throughout the year would be required to note the presence of different
migratory species. A longer time period for a study would also allow for each transect to
be sampled at both high and low tides, making comparisons between all sites more
accurate.
In order to understand the scope and impact of seabird hunting on Latham Island,
subjects from other areas of Zanzibar and mainland Tanzania would need to be
interviewed. Monitoring of this important bird site should continue, and regulations set to
protect the seabirds.
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A study focused on the mangrove island or “Kisiwa Ndege” and similar sites
around Zanzibar would elaborate of the use of mangroves as roosting sites and the need
for protection of large mangrove for cutting. A study of the Indian House Crow’s impact
on which species are able to utilize these sites would also be interesting and informative.
Although mangrove replanting is needed in many areas of Menai Bay, care should
be taken to when picking appropriate sights for replanting. Zou et al. elaboratethe issue:
“Although mangrove forest is important to coastal ecology and community security, it is
necessary to evaluate each site proposed for mangrove replanting based on the
importance of the habitats to migratory waterbirds. If mangrove planting proceeds on
intertidal flats without consideration of bird habitat requirements, then it is inevitable that
important bird habitats will be lost” (Zou et al., 2006). Shoreline habitat should also be
conserved in Zanzibar through limiting near shore development and making efforts to
combat climate change.
The small, forested islands off of Uzi, such as Punguume, should remain forested
and protected as sites for plant and animal habitat. Tourism to these sites should remain
in keeping with ecotourism that protects environments but not does disturb habitats.
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Appendices:
Appendix 1- Interview Questions
Introductory Questions:
1) What is your name?/ How old are you?/ What is your occupation?/ Gender
Unaitwa nani?/Una miaka mingapi?/ Unafanya kazi gani?/ Mwanamme au mwanamke?
2) What types of sea birds do you come across most frequently in your work?
Aina gani ya ndege wa pwani unaowaona mara kwa mara kazini mwako?
For Fishermen/Kwa wavuvi:
1) Are you able to use the seabirds to indicate what kinds of fish are present? If so, what
species of birds indicate which fish?
Jee unaweza kuwatumia ndege wa pwani kuweza kufahamu pahala ambapo samaki wa
aina fulani wapo? Kama ndio, jee ni aina gani ya ndege ambapo wanaweza kuonesha aina
gani ya samaki?
2) Do you use these birds to trace and follow fish movements?
Jee unaweza kutumia ndege kuweza kufatllia mwendo wa samaki?
3) Did anyone teach you this knowledge or did you learn through experience?
4) Do you ever accidentally catch birds in your nets while fishing?
For Gatherers/ Kwa watafutaji vinyama:
1) Are you able to use the seabirds to indicate where to gather?
Jee unaweza kuwatumia ndege wa pwani kuonesha wapi pa kutafuta kipi?
For Seaweed Farmers/ Kwa culmina mwani:
1) What does the presence of seabirds tell you about the environment where you farm
seaweed?
Jee uwepo wa ndege wa pwani unakufahamisha nini kuhusu mazingira unayopandia
mwani?
General Questions:
1) How do the seabirds respond to you and your boat, nets, and tools? Explain.
Jee ndege wa pwani wanafanya nini wakikuona wewe na ngalawa na nyavu na zana za
kulinia?
2) Do you think that fishermen/ seaweed farmers/ gathers disturb the coastal birds? If so,
how?
Jee unafikira wavuvi/walima mwani/watafutaji vinyama wanawakera ndege wa pwani?
Kama ndio, vipi?
3) Do you dislike any species of seabirds? If yes, why?
Jee huipendi aina fulani ya ndege wa pwani? Kama ndio, kwa nini?
4) What type of seabird is most important to you? Why?
Aina gani ya ndege wa pwani ambayo ni muhimu mno kwako? Kwa nini?
5) Have the number of birds on Uzi changed in the past 10-20 years?/ Are there more
seabirds now or were there more when you were younger?
6) What do you think Uzi would be like with more of less birds?
Jee unafikira nini kingeweza kutokezea kama idadi ya ndege wa pwani wangepungwa Uzi?
Jee wangezeka?
7) Are there any people who hunt the seabirds as a source of food or trade? If yes, which
bird species are most hunted?
Jee wako watu ambao wanawasaka ndege wa pwani kama ni chanzo cha chakula au
biashara? Kama ndio, aina gani ya ndege wa pwani wanaowindwa zaidi?
8) Is there any law or regulation protecting marine bird species or their habitats in
Zanzibar?
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Jee kuna sheria au kanuni ya kwalinda ndege wa pwani au eneo wanaloishi hapa
Zanzibar?
9) Do you think there should be?
Jee unafikiri kuna haja ya kuwalinda?
Note: The Swahili translations are not included for questions that were translated and posed directly
by the translator.

Appendix 2- Transect Coordinates
South Beach coordinates:
1) S 06° 21.905’, E 039° 23.534’
2) S 06° 21.923’, E 039° 23.636’
3) S 06° 21.948’, E 039° 23.733’
4) S 06° 22. 014’, E 039° 23.810’
5) S 06° 22.096’, E 039° 23.869’
6) S 06° 22.182’, E 039° 23.915’
Miulani Beach coordinates
1) S 06° 19.464’, E 039° 23.997’ –swimming spot seaweed sticks
2) S 06° 19.558’, E 039° 24.082’ –little gap in mangroves many boats
3) S 06° 19.610’, E 039° 24.185’—end of big beach
4) S 06° 19.688’, E 039° 24.266’ – outcrop with boat
5) S 06° 19.792’, E 039° 24.296’—rounded mangrove rocks
6) S 06° 19.895’, E 039° 24.317’—boats
Kigomani to Kisuwandege
1) S. 06° 18.936’, E 039° 24.034’
2) S 06° 18.899’, E 039° 23.770’
3) S 06° 18.820’, E 039° 23.662’
4) S 06° 18.756’, E 039° 23.583’
5) S 06° 18.680’, E 039° 23.509’
6) S 06° 18.654’, E 039° 23.393’
Dikokuu
1) S 06° 19.812’, E 039° 22.889’—telephone pole
2) S 06° 19.907’, E 039.22.871’—baobab tree
3) S 06° 20.0003’, E 039°22.850’ –outcrop, island
4) S 06° 20.098’, E 039° 22.876’—large island to right gap to left
5) S 06° 20.191’, E 039° 22.896’—before indent with boats
6) S 06° 20.285’, E 039° 22.944’—after indent with boats

